
DESYNTHESIS RECIPE

Bonecraft Desynthesis Recipes. Jump to: Amateur; Recruit; Initiate; Novice; Apprentice; Journeyman; Craftsman;
Artisan. Amateur. Item, Skill Cap, Crystal.

It is one of the worst classes in the game for getting Fieldcraft IIIs sadly, 2. The r dungeon gear can give BC3s
though. They're only r60, which is BC2 range! Going from  A notable exception are the Beastcoins - turning
them into Ingots is a standard synthesis, not a desynth, and as such follow ordinary success and HQ rules. So, I
have included a couple of options on getting over that gap. There really aren't good options besides
Summoning Bells and Shower Stands, and you won't recoup much of the price with the FC3s they yield. Can
get Allagan materials from desynthing Allagan armor. It does have a decent ability to get Mastercraft
Demimateria via desynthing Artisan's Frypans. Remember that you will continue to gain desynth experience
on every success up until your skill is 25 levels higher than the item. They are, however, a nice bonus when
attempting to salvage materials back from a finished but unwanted product. Also like normal desynthesis,
some of the items acquired can have nothing to do with the craft actually used to desynth the item in question.
If you have information on these, make sure the item page is also updated. Skill Ups can occur while
desynthesizing an item, up to the crafting level cap of the item being split, but these skill ups are rare and often
unreliable for trainees to use in advancing their craft skill. Then, you have a chance to gain experience up until
30 levels higher than the item, at which point you stop gaining experience. If I had to say something nice
about it, well, CRP is fairly cheap to level early on  Meld it at least twice, but up to 4 times! Not all items are
subject to desynthesis, but items which are eligible to be desynthesized range across nearly all the crafting
skills beyond just weaponry and armor , with the exception of Cooking. Information about Shadowreign
beast-made items is rapidy improving courtesy of the Union system, but verification of skill levels is still
desperately required for them. Also, unlike normal crafting, the chances of getting a High Quality result from
Desynthesis is greatly increased, meaning that crafters can get a HQ1, 2, or even 3 while still being under the
skill cap for the item! If you need Wyvern Leather, desynth one of the Wyvernskin items. Exploit this! CRP
has no r desynthable items and all of the r items are relatively expensive. Beast-made Item. CRP and ALC are
probably the "worst" desynth classes of the moment, but that could very easily change next patch. Share This
page is a work in progress. One can also break down armor that most Beastmen races wear, such as Moblin
Armor , Gigas Bracelets , etc. GSM is second best at gathering Mastercraft Demimateria, decent at gathering
all Primal demimateria and is one of only two classes able to get Demimateria of the Crags via Titan Extreme
accessories. With 2. If you have a huge stack of Rowena's Tokens from the weekly repeatable, ARM desynth
is your friend try the shields. There is precious little information on the desynthesis options of certain
high-level beast-made items like Gurfurlur's Helmet due to the extreme rarity and thus expense of them.
However, there may be differing opinions than those expressed in a guide. The more you fear the wrath of
RNGesus, the longer you should continue with a given item before swapping to the next. Often the materials
from these items are worth so much that you will either break even or make a profit from desynthing them.
Strategies and information in guides may not work for everyone. OR, find out what materials you will need for
your crafters, and stockpile them by desynthing the appropriate items. Please compare their costs on your
server to determine what's actually cheapest! If you need Amphiptere Leather, desynth one of the Serpentskin
items, and so on.


